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CENTER-OF-MASS ENERGY FOR THE PLEBANSKI�DEMIANSKIBLACK HOLEM. Sharif *, Nida Haider **Department of Mathematis, University of the PunjabLahore-54590, PakistanReeived February 7, 2013We study the enter-of-mass energy of the partiles olliding in the viinity of aeleration and event horizonsof the Plebanski and Demianski lass of blak holes. We alulate the ollision energy of unharged partiles inthe enter-of-mass frame that are freely falling along the equatorial plane of a harged aelerating and rotatingblak hole with an NUT parameter. This energy turns out to be in�nite in the nonextremal ase, while in theextremal ase, it beomes in�nitely large near the event horizon only if the partile has the ritial angularmomentum. We onlude that the enter-of-mass energy depends on the rotation and the NUT parameter.DOI: 10.7868/S0044451013070092Blak holes (BHs) are the most important predi-tion of general relativity and are studied by detetingtheir e�ets on the nearby matter. One of the inter-esting features of BHs is that they an behave like apartile aelerator (aelerating harged partiles tohigh speed). Reently, the physis of ultra-high ener-gies in the ontext of partile aelerators is reeivingmuh attention. Therefore, the study of naturally o-urring proesses in the viinity of astrophysial objetsis of great signi�ane. Collision energies up to 10 TeVan be observed by the largest terrestrial aeleratorslike the Tevatron and Large Hadron Collider. In thisregard, the enter-of-mass energy (CME) provides theollision energy required for the prodution of new par-tiles. Blak holes an aelerate and ollide partileswith an unlimited CME. This in�nite inrease in en-ergy in the enter-of-mass (CM) frame is due to theblue-shifting of partiles near the horizon.The possibility of obtaining in�nite growth of en-ergy in the CM frame due to partiles olliding nearthe horizon of a BH was disussed by Banados, Silk,and West (the BSW e�et) [1℄. They showed that therotating BH an behave as a partile aelerator andobserved high CMEs for partiles propelling along theequatorial plane in the loality of the Kerr (extremal)BH. In [2℄, it was pointed out that the CME is �nite*E-mail: msharif.math�pu.edu.pk**E-mail: nida.haider12�gmail.om

for the Kerr (nonextremal) BH. An in�nite CME dueto partile sattering in the Kerr (nonextremal) BHwas found in [3℄; an in�nite CME for partiles ollid-ing in the Kerr�de Sitter (extremal) BH was observedin [4℄. The in�nite CME at the osmologial horizon ofthe Reissner�Nordstrom (RN)�de Sitter BH was stu-died in [5℄. The in�nite CME for the ritial partiles(with �ne-tuned angular momentum) olliding alongthe equatorial plane of the Sen (extremal and nonex-tremal) BH and the Kerr�Newman BH were disussedin [6℄.The BSW e�et near the event horizon of theKerr�Taub�NUT BH was investigated in [7℄. In [8℄,the authors disussed the ollision of partiles aroundthe four-dimensional Kaluza�Klein (extremal) BH andfound the in�nitely large CME near the horizon in bothrotating and nonrotating ases. Joshi and Patil [9℄found that the CME turns out to be high in the nakedsingularity of the RN and Kerr BHs. The same au-thors [10℄ proved that a high CME an also be seenin regular BHs for partiular values of the parame-ters m and q. The BSW e�et for the Ayon�Beato�Garia�Bronnikov BH, the Einstein�Maxwell�dilaton�axion BH, and the Banados�Teitelboim�Zanelli BHwas disussed in [11℄. In [12℄, the CME was general-ized for harged partiles moving in an eletromagneti�eld and braneworld BHs were disussed. It was provedin [13℄ that a nonrotating but harged RN (extremal ornonextremal) BH an also serve as an aelerator withan arbitrarily high CME of harged partiles ollidingnear the horizon.92



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 1 (7), 2013 Center-of-mass energy for the Plebanski�Demianski blak holeThe e�et of aeleration on the CME for parti-les involved in nonequatorial motion and olliding inthe Kerr�Newman BH was disussed in [14℄. Arbitrar-ily high CME for olliding partiles with nonequato-rial motion near the horizon of an (extremal) Kerr�Newman BH were obtained in [15℄. In [16℄, nonequa-torial motion of partiles olliding in dirty BHs wasdisussed and the CME was found to grow withoutbound. This generalizes the results of the equatorialmotion. Collisions of the innermost orbit partile ina nonequatorial plane of an (extremal) Kerr BH werestudied in [17℄, and the CME was found to be unbound-edly high. The CME of a Plebanski�Demianski (PD)(extremal) BH with a zero NUT parameter near theaeleration and event horizons was studied in [18℄.In a reent paper, we have studied the CME of aPD (nonextremal) BH with a zero NUT parameter nearthe event horizon [19℄. In this paper, we explore theCME for harged aelerating and rotating (extremaland nonextremal) BHs with an NUT parameter nearthe event and aeleration horizons. The partiles areassumed to be olliding in the equatorial plane. In gen-eral, the NUT parameter is assoiated with the twistingproperty of the BH. Plebanski and Demianski presenteda lass of type-D BHs known as the family of PD BHs[20℄. These are desribed by the metrids2 = �f(r; �) dt2 + 1g(r; �)dr2 � 2H(r; �) dt d�++�(r; �) d�2 +K(r; �) d�2;where f , g, H , �, and K are funtions that desribedi�erent BHs in this lass.We onsider a PD BH with a NUT parameter, de-sribed by the metri [21℄ds2 = � 1
2 (Q�2 �dt��a sin2 � + 4l sin2 �2� d��2 �� �2Q dr2 � ~P�2 �a dt� (r2 + (a+ l)2) d��2 �� �2~P sin2 � d�2) ; (1)with
 = 1� �! (l + a os �) r; �2 = r2 + (l + a os �)2;

Q = �(!2k + e2 + g2)�1 + 2�l! r� �� 2Mr + !2ka2 � l2 r2� �1� �(a+ l)! r��� �1 + �(a� l)! r� ;~P = sin2 �(1� a3 os � � a4 os2 �) = P sin2 �;a3 = 2�a! M � 4�2al!2 (!2k + e2 + g2);a4 = ��2a2!2 (!2k + e2 + g2):Here, M and a respetively represent the mass androtation of BH, and the parameters e and g are theeletri and magneti harges. Moreover, � is the a-eleration of a BH and l is the NUT parameter. Therotation parameter ! in terms of a and k is given by� !2a2 � l2 + 3�2l2� k = 1+ 2�l! M � 3�2l2!2 (e2 + g2):It is interesting to mention here that all the param-eters �, M , e, g, and a vary independently, but !depends on the rotation and NUT parameters. For� = 0, the metri redues to the Kerr�Newman BHwith an NUT parameter. In the absene of an NUTparameter, it redues to a harged aelerating and ro-tating BH. Further, the limit � = 0 leads to the Kerr�Newman BH, and a = 0 yields the RN BH. In addition,if e = 0 = g, then we have a Shwarzshild BH, whilethe limit l = 0 = a leads to the C-metri.The horizons of BH (1) an be found by settingg(r; �) = 0, whih yields(!2k + e2 + g2)�1 + 2�l! r�� 2Mr + !2ka2 � l2 r2 = 0;whih is quadrati in r with the rootsr� = a2 � l2!2k (� �(!2k + e2 + g2)�l! �M� �� (�(!2k + e2 + g2)�l! �M�2 �� !2ka2 � l2 (!2k + e2 + g2)�1=2) ;where r� respetively represent the outer (event) andinner horizons. For the existene of horizons, the on-dition is[(!2k + e2 + g2)�l! �M ℄2 �� !2ka2 � l2 (!2k + e2 + g2): (2)93
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H = � gt�g�� ;whih, in our ase, takes the form
H = ar2+ + (a+ l)2 : (3)We onsider a partile exhibiting the geodesi mo-tion in the PD BH. LetUa = (U t; Ur; U�; U�)be the four-veloity of the partile, whih is restritedto equatorial motion (� = �=2), leading toU� = 0:We an de�ne the energy and angular momentum ofthe partile asE = �gab(�t)aU b = �gttU t � gt�U�;L = gab(��)aU b = gt�U t + g��U�:These are onserved throughout the motion, termed asonstants of motion. With Eq. (1), these quantitiesbeomeE = 1
2�2 [Q� Pa2℄U t ++ 1
2�2 �Pa(r2 + (a+ l)2)�Q(a+ 2l)�U�; (4)L = � 1
2�2 �Pa(r2 + (a+ l)2)�Q(a+ 2l)�U t ++ 1
2�2 �(P (r2 + (a+ l)2)2 �Q(a+ 2l)2)�U�: (5)These lead to the four-veloity omponentsU t = 1PQ(r2 + l2)fE(P (r2+(a+l)2)2�Q(a+2l)2)�� L(Pa(r2 + (a+ l)2)�Q(a+ 2l))g; (6)U� = 1PQ(r2 + l2)fE(Pa(r2 + (a+ l)2)��Q(a+ 2l)) + L(Q� Pa2)g: (7)Using the normalization ondition,gabUaU b = �1;

we �nd the radial omponent of the veloity asUr = � �� Q(r2 + l2)
2 + 1P (r2 + l2)2
2 �� �E2[P (r2 + (a+ l)2)2 �Q(a+ 2l)2℄ �� L2(Q�Pa2)�2EL(Pa(r2+(a+l)2)�Q(a+2l))� �1=2;where � orrespond to the radially ingoing and outgo-ing partiles.We introdue the e�etive potential asUr2 + Veff (r) = 0; (8)whereVeff (r) = Q(r2 + l2)
2 � 1P (r2 + l2)2
2 �� fE2[P (r2 + (a+ l)2)2 �Q(a+ 2l)2℄��L2(Q�Pa2)�2EL �Pa(r2+(a+l)2)�Q(a+2l)�g:The onditions for a irular orbit areVeff (r) = 0; dVeff (r)dr = 0:Beause the timelike omponent of the four-veloity isgreater than zero (ausally onneted), Eq. (6) leads toE(P (r2 + (a+ l)2)2 �Q(a+ 2l)2) �� L �Pa(r2 + (a+ l)2)�Q(a+ 2l)� ; (9)whih redues (at the horizon) toE � aLr2+ + (a+ l)2 :Furthermore, the angular veloity of the BH (at r == r+) is 
H = ar2+ + (a+ l)2 ;whih yields E � 
HL: (10)We now disuss the CME for two olliding partileswith rest masses m1 and m2 moving in the equatorialplane. In terms of the four-momentumpai = miUai ; i = 1; 2; a = t; r; �; �;the CME of two partiles is [7℄E2m = �pai pai;94
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(see [18℄). For the CME near the event horizon, theterm in the right side of Eq. (12) beomes undeter-mined. Using l'Hospital rule, we then �ndEmp2m1m2 =s (m1 �m2)22m1m2 + M 0(r) �N 0(r)T 0(r) ; (14)withM 0(r)jr=r+ = E1E2[4Pr+(r2++(a+l)2)�Q0(a+2l)℄�� L1L2Q0 � (E1L2 +E2L1)(2Par+ �Q0(a+ 2l));N 0(r)jr=r+ = 12pn1(r+)n2(r+) �� fn01(r+)n2(r+) + n02(r+)n1(r+)g;n0i(r)jr=r+ = �PQ0(r2+ + l2) ++E2i [4Pr+(r2+ + (a+ l)2)�Q0(a+ 2l)2℄�� L2iQ0 � 2EiLi(2Par+ �Q0(a+ 2l));T 0(r)jr=r+ = PQ0(r2+ + l2):When a = 0; l = 0; m1 = m2 = m;we haveEm = p2m(1 + E1E2r2Q � L1L2Pr2 �� 1Q ��Q+E21r2 � L21QPr2 �1=2 �� ��Q+E22r2 � L22QPr2 �1=2)1=2 : (15)Expanding this at Q = 0 yieldsEm = 2mr1 + L1 � L24P ; (16)whih is the Em of the extremal Kerr�Newman BHwith a = 0. This shows that the CME an be unlim-ited if one of these partiles has a very large angularmomentum. We onsiderLHi = Ei
H = Ei(r2 + (a+ l)2)a ;for LH1 = LH2 = LH ; E1 = E2 = 1;the CME of the extremal PD BH in Eq. (14) is95
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